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Arched Windows
Every style of secondary in our range can be arched apart from the horizontal sliders.

Please note: Should a customer require a horizontal slider to be installed into an arched opening an arched lift out would be 
stacked on top of the horizontal unit. 

Please note: Should a customer require a Tilt In Balanced Vertical Slider the top panel will always be fixed for health and safety, 
customer will need to be made aware of this prior to quote/order.

Please note: The outer frame section on an arched lift out is NOT the same section used for a standard square unit, the panel is 
held in place by turnbuttons the  customer will need to be made aware of this prior to quote/order.

Circular Windows
Only Insert, Lift Out and Heritage Hinged Units can be manufactured as circles
Please note: Should a customer require a circular Heritage Hinged Unit this will 
split into two sections and hinged at the centre line with finger pull to open the 
frames (see sectional detail).

Please note: The outer frame section on a circular lift out is NOT the same sec-
tion used for a standard square unit, customer will need to be made aware of this 
prior to quote/order.

The timber sub frame on the Lift Out and Heritage Hinged Unit is also circular as 
are the trims to create a neat finish to the installed unit.

The trims for the circular units are only available in MDF material, the customer 
needs to be made aware of this prior to quote or order especially if order is made 
up of several units as PVC trims will be standard on square units so option of 
timber needs to be made available to customer so windows look uniform.

Please note: The handle on a Circular or full semi-circle Heritage Hinged Unit is 
a finger pull not a espag handle this is because the internal gearing used cannot 
be bent.

There are three types of arch we can produce:
• True Arch this is a symmetrical arch so the radius is the same all round
• Non True Arch is an arch with varying radius
• Gothic True Arch is a symmetrical gothic shaped arch, the shape of an 

gothic archgoes into a point at the top

If the arch is not a true arch we require a template or detailed drawing to be able 
to quote or manufacture accurately.

The timber sub frame is also arched as are the trims to be able to create a neat 
finish to the installed unit.

The trims for the arch are only available in MDF material, the customer needs 
to be made aware of this prior to quote or order especially if order is made up of 
several units as PVC trims will be standard on square units so option of timber 
needs to be made available to customer so windows look uniform.
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Shaped Windows
Some styles of secondary in our range can be shaped. Shaped Units usually are 
diamond, triangle or units with corners notched out and this can be applied to 
the following style of secondary:

• Inserts; and
• Lift Outs.

Comprehensive drawing or a template would need to be provided prior to quote/
order. 

Raked Windows
Every style of secondary apart from the horizontal sliders can have a raked head, 
bottom or both applied. Raked is a term used to describe a window which has 
one side longer than the other.

Please note: Should a customer require a Tilt In Balanced Vertical Slider the top 
panel will always be fixed for health and safety, customer will need to be made 
aware of this prior to quote/order.


